I. INTRODUCTION
In a variety of radar and sonar applications, discrete time series are Fourier analyzed to uncover their frequency content, which in turn may yield information on mean or maximum Doppler shift [ 1 1, and on velocity distribution among scatterers [ 2 l , etc. A typical example is a weather Doppler radar where the periodogram is obtained from a complex (in phase and quadrature phase), usually narrow-band, Gaussian signal. Spectrum estimates from short periodograms, besides having large variances, suffer the well-known data window effects [ 
31.
Recently, statistical parameters of digital spectral estimates for a white Gaussian real signal were analyzed by Persson [ 41. (1) 
s, is
The amplitude spectrum coefficients (2) form a multivariate Gaussian process. Here will be discussed the bivariate complex probability density function (see Goodman [61 for a discussion of complex Gaussian processes) given by where A is a two-tuple complex vector A* denotes conjugate transpose, and K is a Hermitian covariance matrix
The function v(k, I) is the correlation coefficient between the amplitude components In order to obtain the joint proQability density between any two power spectrum coefficients S k and S I , the moment generating function F(u, u) for those coefficients will be found. The following derivation follows Durrani's [ 51, with the only differences being the compactness of the complex distribution and the nonvanishing correlation between time samples. -uS^k -u9l1> In (Sa) D is a diagonal 2 X 2 matrix with elements u and u.
Integration of (Sa) yields
Finally, the two-dimensional inverse Laplace transform of the moment generating function is the desired probability density where l o ( * ) is the modified Bessel function of zero order. From (l), (2), and (4d) the correlation coefficient between power spectrum coefficients of a complex Gaussian sequence is When the sequence is real Gaussian, the correlation coefficient has a less compact form r71 wo = 27rfo is the mean radian frequency, w is the spectrum width, and 87,0 is the Kronecker delta symbol. Because the signals are discrete in time, it is more convenient to represent wor as mor = 2 n m / M where m is an integer and 01 a number between 0 and M.
U.S.
With a rectangular window and for uniformly spaced samples (7 = mr,), the mean of a spectrum coefficient is Rnd theAcorrelation coefficient between spectral components Sk and S I becomes In (7b) R ( . ) is understood to be the autocorrelation of the real Gaussian signal. For a white Gaussian noise, the last two formulas reduce to previously derived results; (7a) becomes equal to (22) of Durrani [ 51, and (7b) becomes (1 2) (7b) come from two causes: one is the autocorrelation of data, and the other is the window effect. The two are coupled and cannot be separately analyzed. An alternate expression for the correlation coefficient (7a) is
When spectral amplitudes are smoothed or when the spectrum estimate is from a moving average [ 51 , the correlation increases; derivations for such cases are straightforward, but the formulas are more cumbersome because they contain an additional double summation over the smoothing Coefficients. Spectrum estimates from nonoverlapping segments of data do not affect the correlation.
CORRELATION FOR GAUSSIAN SPECTRA
T o proceed further with the analysis, we need specific autocorrelation functions.
A Gaussian shaped power spectrum represents various turbulent media very well [21 and hence will be used throughout this study. Its autocorrelation is p(7) = SP(7) ejwor + N S , 0 p(7) = e -2 n 2 W 2 7 2 where (9)
Here S and N are the signal and noise powers per sample, Note that the correlation for a noiseless signal is maximum when-the suqmation in (1 1) Sz alternate in sign. Therefore, spectral correlation is maximal between two symmetrical coefficients furthest away from a;
for instance k = 0, I = M -1 and 01 = (M-1)/2. This result is not sensitive to the shape of the autocorrelation function, i.e., P(m) need not be Gaussian but should decrease monotonically with m. Furthermore, it is not restricted to a rectangular data window but applies to other windows when their transforms have far sidelobes of similar power. An intuitively satisfying explanation of this effect can be obtained by noting that the contributions to spectral coefficients furthest removed from the main peak come through the sidelobes of the window spectrum. The magnitudes of those coefficients are little affected by the exact position of the sidelobes with respect to the spectrum peak because the far sidelobes have comparable power. Thus, although all the coefficients in a periodogram are exponentially distributed, the weak ones appear to have little randomness due to strong correlation.
For illustration, Doppler spectra of a strong weather echo with no tapering [ Fig. l(a) ] demonstrate the increased correlation between coefficients in spectrum skirts. The sidelobes of a von Hann (raised cosine) data window [ Fig. l(b) ] contribute power below the noise level, and the spread of weak coefficients is due to noise. Analogous results are obtained on simulated time series data. Fig. 2(a) illustrates a simulated Gaussian shape spectrum with a 40 dB signal-to-noise ratio per pulse [9] . The spectrum contains 2048 exponentially distributed coefficients with uniformly distributed phases. A long complex time series is obtained from the inverse Fourier transform of the spectrum. To introduce the data window, a von Hann taper was applied to the 128 point complex time series. The rugged portion of the plateau represents noise received through the window's main lobe and is well above the contributions of the. main spectrum peak through sidelobes. This is in agreement with Fig. l(b) . Maximum spectral coefficient correlation for noiseless signals with a rectangular data window depends heavily on the normalized spectrum width wT, (T, is the sampling interval), and to some extent on the number of samples M (Fig. 3) . For all practical purposes, signals with spectrum widths wT, larger than 0.2 and number of samples M greater than 32 have zero correlation among spectrum coefficients.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The joint probability density function between any two power spectral coefficients of a complex colored Gaussian signal is derived. Complex notation used throughout eases calculations and allows a very compact expression for the correlation coefficient. Data window type, spectrum shape, signal-to-noise ratio, and the number of samples affect this correlation. It is shown that the correlation is maximum between two symmetric coefficients furthest away from the spectrum center. Additive white noise and an increase in the number of samples reduce the correlation. Those findings are qualitatively verified on simulated time series data and on samples of weather echo signals. In both cases the weakest spectrum powers (i.e., furthest away from the peak) are correlated the most,
Some Observations on Oral Air Flow During Phonation
HERBERT M. TEAGER Abstract-Reproducible intraord air velocity measurements were made with a compact array of hot wire anemometers moved laterally within a vertical moss section at the rear of the mouth during sustained phonation of the vowel "I". The results indicate "separated" flow patterns at variance with laminar flow of vocal tract vowel models.
Fluid flow is commonly believed to have but two regimes. Above a critical Reynolds' number it is turbulent; below that number it must be laminar. It is not generally appreciated that even nonpulsatile low-speed flow can have difficulty conforming to moderate changes in direction and available cross section. Under these conditions flow on the downstream side of such a change can separate into multiple, unstable regimes for which the perfect fluid equations of conventional acoustics are invalid. Considering the shock that many other fields associated with fluid dynamics have experienced when experimental evidence of separation has invalidated perfect fluid and laminar flow assumptions, it is surprising that no direct oral air results, which were at variance with laminar-flow vocal-tract vowel models. This correspondence briefly describes some unusual features observed to be present in the flow patterns during vowel phonation. These features should be taken into consideration in any model of speech production. The experimental procedure is described first; some observations are then made on the results.
Hot wire anemometry is an old and established measurement technique in fluid mechanics [ 21, [ 31 if even novel t o modern acoustics. Hot wire sensors and their associated constant temperature drive electronics can be used to safely make exceedingly precise wide-band (0-50 kHz) point measurements of air flow speeds without disrupting the flow pattern. Like any other measurement technique, a degree of care is required in its application to achieve accurate results. Because hot wire signals are derived from resistance changes due t o air cooling, the sensors have a cosine squared directional sensitivity relative to the normal of the hot wire axis, and produce an output signal which is proportional to the square root of the absolute value of the flow. Hot wire sensors, however, can be shrouded to minimize the response in any given direction. For the range of mouth flows in this experiment, the signal was near linear and the sensors were shrouded to respond primarily to frontal flows.
The data presented here were taken with an equilateral array of three (1 mm x 5 p) hot wire sensors mounted at the tops of thin supports splayed out from a hand-held probe. The sensors were spaced on 15 mm centers in a vertical plane, with the top two sensors aligned horizontally. The drive electronics were comprised of two DISA model 55A's and a Thermosystem 1010A, which were calibrated t o identical flow responses from 0-20 kHz. In the experimental run described here, the vowel "I" (as in hit) was sustained for 1 s while the center of the array was moved horizontally over a 3 cm path from left to right at a depth corresponding t o 10 mm in front of the cusp of the tongue, and 10 mm below the hard palate. The distance measurements were established from a video tape of a simultaneous TV camera picture.
The three air velocity channels and the signal from a condenser microphone (2 cm from the mouth) were simultaneously recorded on a modified TMC 7 channel instrumentation recorder. The system, as modified, had a 0-5 kHz bandwidth at 30 in/s on all channels with a smooth high-frequency rolloff. Special measures were taken to preserve absolute accuracy, amplitude range, and relative phase over this band.
All instrumentation tape channels were simultaneously sampled (1 6 kHz effective) at 1/8th speed and processed with a DEC PDP-15 system. Over 200 pitch periods of multichannel data were compared and analyzed for this trajectory.
The top left and right sensors gave virtually identical signals until within a few millimeters of the left and right teeth, respectively. An entirely different but stable repetitive signal was obtained from the lower sensor. The raw traces are shown in Fig. 1 , with a common time base over two pitch periods. (An ensemble average of periods would yield the same curves.) The top trace is sound and the middle and bottom traces are air velocities from the upper and lower flow sensors, respectively. The peak and minimum velocities were on the order of 10 and 0.2 ft/s, respectively. The distance beyteen flow and sound sensors would cause a maximum delay of 0.2 ms. From a vertical trajectory experiment, intermediate level velocities could be interpolated from the upper and lower velocities shown here. Thus, each velocity trace represents approximately one-half of the total volume flow through the cross section of the measured plane. There was virtually no change in the character of either flows or sound wave with time, as can be seen in Fig. 2 , which depicts some 32 successive alter-0096-3518/80/1000-0599$00.75 @ 1980 IEEE
